Chirped-pulse millimeter-wave (CPmmW) spectroscopy is the first broadband (multi-GHz in each shot) Fourier-transform technique for high-resolution survey spectroscopy in the millimeter-wave region. The design is based on chirped-pulse Fourier-transform microwave (CP-FTMW) (2008)], which is described for frequencies up to 20 GHz. We have built an instrument that covers the 70-102 GHz frequency region and can acquire up to 12 GHz of spectrum in a single shot. Challenges to using chirped-pulse Fourier-transform spectroscopy in the millimeter-wave region include lower achievable sample polarization, shorter Doppler dephasing times, and problems with signal phase stability. However, these challenges have been partially overcome and preliminary tests indicate a significant advantage over existing millimeter-wave spectrometers in the time required to record survey spectra. Further improvement to the sensitivity is expected as more powerful broadband millimeter-wave amplifiers become affordable. The ability to acquire broadband Fouriertransform millimeter-wave spectra enables rapid measurement of survey spectra at sufficiently high resolution to measure diagnostically important electronic properties such as electric and magnetic dipole moments and hyperfine coupling constants. It should also yield accurate relative line strengths across a broadband region. Several example spectra are presented to demonstrate initial applications of the spectrometer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Microwaves and millimeter waves are powerful tools for the spectroscopic study and state-specific detection of gasphase molecules. The advantage of these spectral regions derives primarily from the extremely high resolution and accompanying high frequency accuracy that they provide. The millimeter-wave region has proven particularly important for measurements on small molecules with large rotational constants, [1] [2] [3] studies of pure-electronic Rydberg-Rydberg transitions, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] sensitive detection of molecules at room temperature, [10] [11] [12] and detection of astronomical molecules. 13 Much recent progress has been made in the development of methodology for gas-phase millimeter-wave spectroscopy. Traditional frequency-domain spectrometers must be scanned one frequency element at a time, which makes the acquisition of broadband chemically-relevant spectra expensive and time-consuming, especially when used in conjunction with 10-20 Hz repetition rate supersonic jet molecule sources and Nd:YAG-pumped tunable lasers. A tremendous advantage has been obtained in frequency-domain millimeter and sub-millimeter spectroscopy by using fast sweeps, which can measure up to 5 × 10 5 resolved spectral features a) Present address: Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, University of California, San Francisco, California 94143, USA. b) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
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per second (typically 50-500 GHz/s). [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Efforts have also been made to apply fast sweep techniques to pulsed nozzle experiments. 19, 20 However, because the pulse durations in those experiments are typically not more than 10-100 times longer than the ∼1 μs time constant of the bolometer detectors used, such methods cover no more than approximately 100 resolution elements (typically 10 MHz) per gas pulse. Furthermore, the method is not suited for spectroscopy on laser-excited states with lifetimes that are short relative to the time constant of the detector.
Cavity-enhanced Fourier-transform microwave spectrometers caused a major breakthrough starting in the early 1980s. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] A few cavity-enhanced Fourier transform spectrometers have been reported above 50 GHz. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] However, the high quality factor of the Fabry-Perot cavity used in such spectrometers limits each Fourier-transform acquisition to a few MHz. While these spectrometers can be used to cover wide frequency ranges at high resolution and high sensitivity, they must do so in a sequence of many narrowband acquisitions, and the cavity resonance frequency must be mechanically tuned at each step.
The recent invention by Pate and co-workers of chirped-pulse Fourier-transform microwave (CP-FTMW) spectroscopy has made possible acquisition of truly broadband (>10 GHz per pulse) Fourier-transform spectra in the microwave region (∼8-18 GHz). [32] [33] [34] The invention makes use of recent advances in broadband microwave electronics. In the University of Virginia implementation, a 24 GS/s arbitrary waveform generator is used to generate a broadband, frequency-chirped pulse, which is up-converted and amplified to ∼300 W in a traveling wave tube amplifier. The resulting high-power chirped pulse interacts with a molecular sample, polarizing all the transitions that lie within the bandwidth of the chirp. The sample emits a broadband free induction decay (FID) signal, which is detected directly by a fast 20 GHz oscilloscope. Further work at the University of Virginia has been done to implement the technique at frequencies up to 40 GHz. 35 We have built a chirped-pulse millimeter-wave (CPmmW) spectrometer that operates in the 70-102 GHz region. CPmmW spectroscopy takes advantage of recent advances in broadband millimeter-wave amplifiers and heterodyne receivers. The design is similar to that of Pate and coworkers, but the output of the arbitrary waveform generator is up-converted and multiplied to millimeter-wave frequencies. After the FID is collected, it is down-converted to the broadband DC-12 GHz region so that it can be detected directly and averaged in the time domain by a fast oscilloscope. In spite of the advantages that are offered by CPmmW spectroscopy, there are also several challenges associated with operating at higher frequency, particularly lower available power and faster dephasing. Here, we address some of these challenges and demonstrate the abilities of our current spectrometer.
II. SPECTROMETER DESIGN
The spectrometer is based on the CP-FTMW spectrometer of Pate and co-workers. 32 A schematic of the CPmmW spectrometer design is shown in Fig. 1 . A 4.2 GS/s arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) is used to generate chirped pulses at frequencies in the range of 0.2-2 GHz. These pulses are up-converted by mixing with a phase-locked 10.7 GHz oscillator, and one of the sidebands is selected using a bandpass filter. Access to the millimeter-wave region is achieved by active multiplication (×8) of the resulting chirped microwave pulse. Because frequency multipliers multiply both the carrier frequency and the bandwidth of a chirped pulse, it is possible to generate chirped millimeter-wave pulses with ∼15 GHz bandwidth starting with a 0.2-2 GHz microwave pulse. As a result, the bandwidth of the AWG used in the experiment may be much narrower than that of the desired millimeter-wave chirped pulse. This was noted by Brown et al. in the bandwidth extension scheme designed for the FT-CPMW spectrometer. 32 Unlike the spectrometer of Pate and co-workers, which uses a traveling wave tube amplifier to achieve peak pulse powers of up to 300 W, the CPmmW spectrometer power is limited by the capabilities of currently available broadband Eand W-band amplifiers, which can attain peak powers of only ∼10-100 mW. Our system uses an active frequency doubler with an output power of 30 mW. Because the millimeter-wave power is low, horn antennas can be safely located outside of the molecular beam chamber. Teflon optics are used to focus the millimeter-wave radiation into the chamber through a set of teflon windows.
The molecular FID must be down-converted to microwave frequencies for direct detection on a fast oscilloscope. This is achieved by mixing the collected signal with the output of a W-band Gunn oscillator. The detection bandwidth is limited by the 12 GHz oscilloscope [Tektronix model TDS6124C] used in the experiment. As in the design of Pate and co-workers, all oscillators and clocks used in the experiment are phase locked to the same 10 MHz frequency standard. The experiment is repeated at an exact integer multiple of the period of the 10 MHz reference. This ensures that the phase of the chirped pulse and the resultant FID is constant from pulse to pulse so that the signal can be phase-coherently averaged on an oscilloscope in the time domain.
III. POWER LIMITATION

A. Measurement of effective power
The available power for the CPmmW spectrometer is currently limited to about 30 mW by the capabilities of , is used to generate a linearly-chirped pulse, which is up-converted (vi) by mixing with the output of a fixed-frequency 10.7 GHz oscillator (v). The resultant signal is isolated (vii) and amplified (viii). The desired sideband is then selected using a bandpass filter (ix) and actively frequency-multiplied by a factor of 8 (x and xi) to produce a chirped pulse that covers the 70-84 GHz or the 87-102 GHz frequency range with a peak power of 30 mW. The millimeter-wave pulse is coupled into free space using a 24 dBi standard gain horn (xii) and focused into a molecular beam chamber by a pair of teflon lenses (xiii). After the chirped excitation pulse has polarized the molecular sample, the FID is collected and down-converted (xvii) by mixing with the output of a Gunn oscillator (xv). The resultant signal is input to a low-noise amplifier (xviii) and averaged in the time domain on a 12 GHz oscilloscope (xix). The signal amplitude from the same transition is plotted as a function of millimeter-wave pulse power attenuation, for a constant pulse duration of t p = 2 μs. The solid curve is the signal amplitude predicted by Eq. (1) with the best-fit parameters from above. The E-field plotted on the x-axis was calculated from the bestfit value of ω R at zero attenuation and scaled according to the variable attenuation.
commercially-available broadband millimeter-wave amplifiers. As millimeter-wave technology develops, more power is expected to become available in broadband solid-state devices. However, because of power limitations, it is important to achieve efficient coupling of power into the molecular beam chamber so that the E-field of the radiation that interacts with the molecules is as high as possible. In order to evaluate the effective E-field in the interaction region, test measurements were performed on the 6 06 ← 5 15 b-type pure rotational transition in SO 2 at 72.758 GHz, for which the transition dipole moment (averaged over M J components) is 0.83 D. A resonant single-frequency pulse of varying duration was used to excite the transition.
The results, shown in Fig. 2 , can be compared to an exponentially-damped Rabi oscillator. The detected signal, S, is the E-field radiated by the molecules, which is proportional to the magnitude of the quantum coherence, |a 0 a 1 |, evaluated at time t p , the pulse duration:
In Eq. (1), ω R = μE/¯is the on-resonance Rabi frequency and 1/τ is the decay rate of the coherence. The data shown in Fig. 2 were fit to Eq. (1) to obtain bestfit parameters of 2.3 ± 0.2 μs for τ and 1.11 ± 0.04 MHz for ω R . The fit parameter for τ agrees with the measured 2.1 μs 1/e dephasing time of the transition, which is dominated by the Doppler effect. The measured Rabi frequency corresponds to an effective E-field of 42 V/m. The measured diameter of the millimeter-wave focus (containing 90% of the integrated E-field) from the teflon lenses is ∼2.5 cm. If 30 mW of power were ideally focused onto a (2.5 cm) 2 area, it would result in a 195 V/m E-field. Part of the loss of effective E-field is due to power loss. There are unavoidable losses due to reflections in the horn antenna and from the surfaces of the lenses and chamber windows. However, horn-to-horn transmission loss is only ∼3 dB (corresponding to a loss of 30% in E-field). The remaining loss of effective E-field can be attributed to imperfections in the profile and focussing of the millimeter-wave beam.
B. Power requirements for broadband chirped pulses
To calculate the achievable polarization of a two-level system excited by a broadband chirped millimeter-wave pulse, we integrate the optical Bloch equations for the case of a linearly-chirped pulse, as given by McGurk et al. 36 We define the polarization in the form
The time-dependent E-field of the excitation pulse is
where we define α as the linear frequency sweep rate and ω as the detuning of the excitation pulse from the two-level system resonance, ω 0 . The Bloch equations can be written for the polarization in terms of ω (Ref. 36):
In Eq. (4), T 1 and T 2 are the familiar decay lifetimes of the population and coherence, respectively, and N is the population difference. Equation (4) was numerically integrated and the results are shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 3 demonstrates that the polarization achievable in a typical small molecule across a bandwidth of 10 GHz (4) is shown for the above parameters with an E-field of 42 V/m, which is the available E-field in the current spectrometer. The magnitude of the polarization is plotted. (b) The E-field (E) was varied and the resultant polarization after the excitation pulse is plotted. Optimal polarization occurs at an E-field of ∼4000 V/m. The polarization never quite reaches its maximum value of 1 D because a small amount of dephasing occurs during the excitation pulse. Note that the polarization achieved at 42 V/m corresponds to only ∼1.5% of the maximum achievable polarization.
with a 42 V/m electric field is only 1% of the maximum polarization that would be achievable if higher chirped-pulse power were available. A qualitative difference between the polarization achieved with a broadband chirped pulse and that achieved with a single-frequency excitation pulse (Figure 2) is that even in the absence of relaxation effects, recurrence of the polarization does not take place at high E-field in the chirped-pulse case. This is a well known phenomenon in the adiabatic fast passage regime. When μE/¯√α 1, the effective E-field vector in the Bloch polarization picture is very strong and moves slowly relative to the Rabi precession. The polarization vector precesses tightly around the Efield vector as it is swept through 180
• , and the system is swept slowly through resonance until population inversion is achieved. 37 In the weak field case (μE/¯√α 1), the signal scaling has been solved by McGurk et al. 36 They found that
The polarization will also decay at a rate proportional to T −1
2 . Therefore, the excitation must occur on a timescale short compared to these time constants. Given that the excitation pulse duration is constrained, the obtainable signal is proportional to the reciprocal square root of the bandwidth. As pointed out by Brown et al., 32 this means that the chirped-pulse signal scales favorably as bandwidth is increased. In contrast, the signal obtained from a Fouriertransform limited pulse scales as the reciprocal of the bandwidth to the first power. It is possible to achieve more polarization from a given transition by decreasing the bandwidth of the chirped pulse. However, this is rarely an advantageous strategy for increasing the efficiency of spectral acquisition, because the increase in signal is only proportional to ω (1/2) . Breaking up a spectrum into more than one frequency region therefore does not decrease the averaging time needed to obtain a specified signal-to-noise level over a given frequency region, since the noise reduction also scales as the square root of the number of averages, and there is a cancelation between the signal increase and the required number of averages.
In the strong power regime (where μE/¯√α is no longer 1), the maximum achievable polarization is limited by P max = μ N . The maximum obtainable polarization from a given sample does not scale with the chirp bandwidth or the E-field, and only scales as μ to the first power.
IV. SHORTER DEPHASING TIMES
In addition to low power availability, another challenge that faces chirped-pulse spectroscopy in the millimeter-wave region is that the dephasing time of the molecular transitions tends to be much shorter than in the centimeter-wave region. In a supersonic expansion, the most significant contributor to the lifetime of the FID is usually the Doppler-limited T 2 broadening. Since the Doppler effect is proportional to the emitted frequency, the dephasing times for the millimeterwave FIDs are an order of magnitude shorter than those measured with centimeter waves. Pate and co-workers report FID lifetimes of ∼10 μs below 20 GHz, 32, 33 while we encounter lifetimes of ∼2 μs. As a result of the shorter dephasing time, the millimeter-wave chirped pulse must have a shorter duration in order to minimize the dephasing that occurs during the polarizing pulse. This faster dephasing is combined with the additional problem of low available millimeter-wave power, and as a result the CPmmW spectrometer must operate in the low power limit when used to study rotational spectra of molecules with ∼1 D dipole moments.
One way to overcome Doppler dephasing in millimeterwave molecular beam experiments is to change the experimental geometry to reduce the Doppler profile. This has been employed with our CPmmW spectrometer by using a rooftop reflector and a wire-grid polarizer to propagate the millimeter-wave radiation parallel and antiparallel with the molecular beam in a manner similar to that used 15 transition of SO 2 in the perpendicular millimeter wave/molecular beam geometry (thick curve) and coaxial geometry obtained using a rooftop reflector (thin curve). The Doppler-limited linewidth is narrower in the coaxial geometry. The line is split into its two Doppler components when this double-pass configuration is used (a). Because the FID lifetime is longer when the Doppler dephasing is minimized, the duration of the excitation chirp can be extended to achieve further improvement in signal strength. In panel (b), the signal-to-background-noise ratio is plotted as a function of the chirp duration for both geometries. The millimeterwave power, gas expansion characteristics, and other parameters were held constant.
previously to obtain high-resolution spectra with our sequential scanning millimeter-wave absorption spectrometer. 38 The co-propagating geometry removes most of the Doppler effect caused by the component of the molecular velocity perpendicular to the molecular beam direction. In Fig. 4 , a comparison is made between the signal obtainable with and without the rooftop reflector geometry. The linewidth was reduced from 350 kHz to 66 kHz. Because the FID lifetime is lengthened by a factor of 5, it is possible to extend the chirp duration without loss due to dephasing. This leads to stronger polarization of the sample and more signal. Additional advantage in the signal-to-background-noise ratio arises from the fact that the line is narrower.
The coaxial geometry can also be used to improve the resolution, as demonstrated in the case of the J = 5 ← 4, K = 0 transition of acetonitrile with resolved hyperfine structure due to the 14 N quadrupole moment (Fig. 5 ).
V. PHASE STABILITY
Another difficulty with up-converting the chirped-pulse technique into the millimeter-wave region is that the experiment becomes more sensitive to phase instabilities. When the signal is frequency-multiplied by 8, any phase jitter is also multiplied by 8. Phase jitter might be attributed to temperature fluctuations and mechanical vibrations in the laboratory, or to phase jitter characteristics of electrical components.
When using chirped-pulse techniques, two types of phase jitter are possible: t-jitter as illustrated in Eq. (6a) or φ-jitter, as illustrated in Eq. (6b):
We find that when the phase of the FID is unstable from one acquisition to the next, the instability can be corrected by rotating the phases of the Fourier transforms relative to one another (and not by shifting the FIDs in time). Furthermore, we find that the rotation angle that maximizes the overlap between the two Fourier transforms is independent of the frequency. That is, in Eq. (6b), φ(ω) = φ. Thus, Eq. (7) can be used to rotate the phase of the Fourier transform to correct for phase instabilities:
where {F(ω)} and {F(ω)} refer to the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform, respectively. The frequency-independence of the correction indicates that the source of the phase instability is likely to be in one of the single-frequency local oscillators. If the phase jitter were generated in a component that passes a chirped pulse, there would likely be frequency dependence to the phase jitter, since different frequencies accumulate phase at different rates. In future generations of our spectrometer, we plan to replace the Gunn oscillator with a multiplied phase-locked microwave oscillator as the local oscillator for the downconversion. This will allow us to determine whether the Gunn oscillator is the source of phase instability.
Long-term drifts in phase of the type discussed above have been efficiently corrected in signal processing. This type of instability can be corrected by rotating the phase of the Fourier transform of each acquisition (Eq. (7)) by the angle φ that maximizes the overlap of the strongest line in the spectrum. Because of the frequency independence of φ, this rotation maximizes the phase overlap of all molecular lines, regardless of how far apart they are in frequency. When it is necessary to perform a long average over the course of an hour or more, the averaging can be performed in shorter 5-10 min acquisitions over which time the phase of the FID is stable. These shorter acquisitions can then be phase corrected with signal processing tools before being averaged together. The overall time required for the acquisition of the long average is affected negligibly because the data must be Fouriertransformed and stored only once every 5-10 min when this scheme is implemented.
A disadvantage of this method is that it is only efficient when there is a strong line that is visible above the baseline noise after a 5-10 min acquisition. If necessary, the phase correction can be achieved by introducing into the sample mixture a standard that has a strong transition. The phasecorrection algorithm can be applied automatically in the LABVIEW program that is used to collect and average the data.
As an example, we have acquired 87-92 GHz spectra of the 193 nm photolysis products of acrylonitrile. We collected 28 000 averages in acquisitions of 500-2000 averages each. In Fig. 6 , we present a comparison between the spectra obtained when each acquisition is phase corrected and when each acquisition is not phase corrected. Note that the levels of background noise in the two spectra are similar, but the signal in the phase-corrected spectrum is several times stronger, because signal is destroyed when individual FIDs are averaged out of phase. In the phase-corrected spectrum, the signal-to-background-noise ratio increases as the square root of the number of acquisitions out to the longest measurement of 28 000 acquisitions.
VI. EVALUATION A. Spectroscopy of ground states
We used the frequency region surrounding the 72 976.7794 MHz OCS J = 6 ← 5 transition to compare the CPmmW spectrometer to the supersonic jet W-band bolometer-detected absorption spectrometer used previously in the Field laboratory (Fig. 7) . 38, 41 The older absorption spectrometer was used primarily for measuring hyperfine structure surrounding lines with known positions and was not designed for broadband spectral acquisition. With the absorption spectrometer, only a narrow 100 MHz region containing the main OCS J = 6 ← 5 transition could be scanned during the 100 min experiment (Fig. 7(a) ). However, with the CPmmW spectrometer, a 4 GHz spectral region could be surveyed at improved signal-to-background-noise ratio in approximately half the time. The strong OCS J = 6 ← 5 transition is visible above the background noise after only seconds of averaging. After 5 min of averaging, the spectrum reaches a signal-to-background-noise ratio comparable to that obtained with the absorption spectrometer. The spectrum shown in Fig. 7(b) was obtained in 50 min and exhibits greater than two-fold improvement in signal-to-backgroundnoise ratio over the spectrum shown in Fig. 7(a) . Because the broadband Fourier-transform capabilities of the CPmmW spectrometer can be used to survey a broad spectral region, it is possible not only to find the strong OCS J = 6 ← 5 transition after mere seconds of averaging, but also to observe simultaneously the weaker satellite transitions, which are assigned to isotopes and vibrationally excited states of OCS.
From the signal-to-background-noise ratio of the O 13 CS peak, we estimate that for the bandwidth and acquisition time used in this experiment, the limit of detection for OCS J = 6 ← 5 transition is ∼10 11 molecules/cm 3 . The CPmmW spectrometer has also been used in millimeter wave-optical double resonance (mmODR) experiments. In the first such implementation, the millimeterwave beam was crossed with the frequency-doubled output of a pulsed dye laser. The supersonic jet expansion was directed at a right angle to the millimeter-wave and laser beams. The 6 06 ← 5 15 transition in ground-state SO 2 was excited by the millimeter waves and the laser frequency was scanned across theC 1 B 2 (1, 3, 2) ←X 1 A 1 (0, 0, 0) band centered at 45 336 cm −1 . The ∼10 ns laser pulse arrived 500 ns after the   FIG. 8 . The LIF spectrum of SO 2 (lower trace) to the (1, 3, 2) level of thẽ C state is shown along with a millimeter wave-optical double resonance spectrum to the same band (upper trace). The scheme for the double resonance experiment is shown in the inset. The thick double arrow represents the millimeter-wave coherence that was generated between the 6 06 and 5 15 rotational levels of theX (0, 0, 0) state. The double resonance signal was obtained by measuring the dip in the millimeter-wave FID intensity as the laser was scanned.
start of the millimeter-wave FID, so that it causes a decrease in the magnitude of the millimeter-wave coherence if it is resonant with one of the two states involved. The method is similar to the cavity Fourier-transform microwave-optical double resonance technique of Nakajima et al. 42 The double resonance spectrum was obtained by recording the normalized ratio of the FID intensity before and after the laser pulse. The double resonance spectrum is plotted along with the laser induced fluorescence (LIF) spectrum in Fig 8. Rotational assignments for this band have been made previously by Yamanouchi et al. 43 The double resonance peak at 45 332.65(2) cm −1 agrees to within experimental uncer-
For comparison, the spectrum of OCS in the region surrounding the J = 6 ← 5 region was measured with (a) the scanned absorption spectrometer previously used in the Field group and (b) the CPmmW spectrometer. The CPmmW spectrometer was able to cover 40 times the bandwidth in half the time with better signal-to-background-noise ratio. Differences in line profile are due primarily to the fact that the CPmmW spectrometer detects electric field, which is proportional to the square root of power.
tainty with the peak assigned to the 4 14 ← 5 15 transition. We have assigned the other peak at 45 332.79(2) cm −1 to the 5 05 ← 6 06 transition, which was not assigned by Yamanouchi et al. due to the spectral congestion and complications caused by Coriolis effects. Both of our assignments are confirmed by the existence of combination difference peaks in the LIF spectrum.
The successful implementation of mmODR with our spectrometer suggests that the technique could be used to generate two dimensional chirped-pulse mmODR spectra in order to decongest LIF spectra and provide rotational assignments. The technique will provide the most information for molecules with sufficiently small rotational constants such that the chirped pulse will cover several rotational transitions. The laser spectrum can be scanned while many ground-state rotational transitions are probed, and the Fourier transform of the FID dip will provide information about which groundstate rotational level is involved in each LIF transition.
B. Spectroscopy of laser-excited states
CPmmW spectroscopy is particularly advantageous as a tool for probing laser-excited states since it is designed for pulsed operation and can be easily coupled to pulsed supersonic jets and tunable pulsed laser systems. The duty cycle of such experiments is necessarily low. In our laboratory, the pulsed dye lasers operate at 10 Hz and the chirped-pulse experiment lasts ∼5 μs or less. Thus the fraction of time when microwave observations can be made is less than 10 −4 , when compared with traditional non-pulsed absorption measurements. CPmmW spectroscopy is well suited to this case since it can record a broad spectral region during the short radiative lifetime and the time between gas pulses can be used for digital averaging of the FID.
As a demonstration that CPmmW spectroscopy can be used to probe laser-excited states, we measured the (J = 2, N = 2) ← (J = 1, N = 1) transition in the excited triplet electronic state e 3 − (ν = 2) of CS using a 1 GHz bandwidth chirped pulse (Fig. 9) . Because the uncertainty in laser transitions is typically ∼1 GHz, it may be necessary to cover a broad spectral range when probing for rotational transitions of laser-excited states. The CS line could be seen above the noise after about 100 averages (10 s). We estimate that this signal came from a total of ∼4.8 × 10 10 excited CS molecules in a single quantum state.
The transition frequency was previously reported as 76 229.027 (20) MHz. 44 In the current work, we correct this frequency to 76 263.89 (10) . The FWHM is 1.1 MHz and is attributable to the radiative lifetime of the e 3 − state. The difference between the previously reported frequency and the current value is almost exactly 35 MHz, which was the reference frequency used in the original measurement to stabilize the Gunn oscillator. This suggests that the oscillator may have been erroneously locked to the second harmonic of the reference.
The CPmmW technique has also been recently applied to pure electronic Rydberg-Rydberg transitions in calcium atoms. 9 FIG. 9. The e 3 − (ν = 2) state of CS was populated using the frequencydoubled output of a tunable Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser at ∼39 910 cm −1 . The (J = 2, N = 2) ← (J = 1, N = 1) transition in the excited state was then probed using a 1 GHz bandwidth chirped pulse centered on the transition.
VII. INSTRUMENT NOISE FLOOR
In our current spectrometer, the noise level is set by the noise output of the source amplifier. We experimentally measure the noise level at the receiver to be a factor of 9 in power above the thermal noise at the receiver. Fast, broadband PIN switches with insertion losses of ∼2 dB have recently become available for the W-band. We plan to place a switch after the source amplifier to eliminate source amplifier noise during detection of the FID. The noise encountered in the experiment will then be set by the noise figure of the detection arm. In the current spectrometer, the noise figure of the detection arm is set by a combination of a rather lossy downconverter (9 dB conversion loss) and the 2.3 dB noise figure of the low noise amplifier for the RF. The combined noise figure after the collection horn is, therefore, ∼11.3 dB (or a factor of 13.5). Recently, low-noise amplifiers (LNAs) covering the full W-band with a noise figure of ∼5 dB have become available. Such an amplifier would need to be protected from the powerful excitation pulse by a switch (∼2 dB insertion loss). The combined noise figure of the detection arm would then be set by these two components to 7 dB (or a factor of 5.0). We therefore expect to be able to achieve an overall reduction in noise floor by a factor of 13.5 × 9/5.0 = 24 in power or 4.9 in electric field. The 2 dB insertion loss of the switch on the source will cause a 25% loss in signal, but this will be more than compensated by the reduction in noise floor.
VIII. FUTURE WORK
CPmmW spectroscopy is shown to be an advantageous method for spectroscopy in the 70-100 GHz region. However, future work is planned to improve the sensitivity of the method by taking full advantage of recent advances in millimeter-wave technology. Most importantly, we plan to obtain W-band low-noise amplifiers and switches to improve the noise floor of the detection arm, as discussed in Sec. VII. We also hope to obtain new power amplifiers to increase the strength of our excitation pulse.
Technology is rapidly progressing for broadband millimeter-wave power amplifiers. Powers up to 400 mW have been reported across the W-band. 45, 46 Because signal scales with the square root of pulse power, such an amplifier (used in conjunction with a 2 dB insertion loss switch) would improve the signal strength in the CPmmW spectrometer by a factor of 3.
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APPENDIX: PART LIST
The following part list is labeled with Roman numerals corresponding to the labeling in Fig. 1 . In cases where parts are swapped out depending on which sideband is being used, the parts are labeled "a" for the lower (70-85 GHz) sideband and "b" for the upper (87-102 GHz) sideband. 12 GHz Digital storage oscilloscope (Tektronix  TDS6124C) 
